
ETBI BOM Training: Implementation of 
curriculum changes at Junior Cycle

13th September 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning Intention(s):    							�Introduce yourself, name, title (e.g. Principal), where you work and how long you have held this position. Inform those present that the day has been designed so that they are involved as participants rather that passively as an audience.Ask them to have their devices switched on and connected to the internet as we will be using the internet immediately. �Key Point(s):  �To let participants know that you are familiar with the roles or leadership in secondary schools and in timetabling.To set the scene for the first activity coming up in the next slide�All resources are available on line at …………………………………….�Have PADLET link ready One needed per session.�



Learning intention: 

 At the end of the workshop participants will have a clearer understanding of:

 Overview of key messages in the Junior cycle

 Number of subjects for certification and the minimum time requirements

 Considering  different  class durations 

 The Structure of the Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement 2017



key issues for ETB BOM for 2017/18?  

 Implementing the Circular letter 15/2017

 Class duration? 40 v. 60 mins classes? Restructuring the school day? 

 Number of subjects for certification for 2020 Junior Cycle Profile of 
Achievement

 Whole school Wellbeing and timetabling requirements 

 Junior cycle profile of achievement 2017



“Junior cycle places students at the 
centre of the educational experience 

enabling them to actively participate in 
their communities and in society and to 
be resourceful and confident learners in 

all aspects and stages of their lives.”

Framework for Junior Cycle

Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention: To revisit the vision of the new Junior Cycle. Key Points:  				 This is the overarching vision of the revised Junior Cycle Curriculum as detailed in the Framework. The vision is student-centred continuing to encourage their participation as learners to enable them to become active and confident members of their communities and wider society. Activity 2: Highlight the words you would prioritize in this vision statement on the page provided in your learning log. Discuss with the person beside you as to why you chose that word. Take brief feedback from the floor. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention:  To recap on the key messages embedded in  the Junior Cycle frameworkKey Points: • By placing students at the centre of the of the educational experience, the DES wants to ensure that Junior Cycle education will improve learning experiences and outcomes’.•This process will take until 2020 to complete-it is evolutionary. Schools will reclaim the autonomy to develop their own curricula. Teachers will design material suited to their own students and context. It will embrace the concept of assessment for learning.•Schools may design short courses, mix and match subjects to suit its needs and context hence a new degree of autonomy.•It is designed to ensure progression from Primary school and  preparation for Leaving Cert. while at the same time developing its own identity based on principles and values which we will see shortly.•It will support new forms of assessment which are designed to encourage better teaching and learning.  �
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of Junior 

Cycle 
Education
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So these are the principles that will guide this vision, they are noble and hard to disagree with. Each of these principles deserve time and consideration but today we are going to focus specifically on one – inclusion. We believe that through engaging with inclusive pedagogies many of the other principles are addressed. 



Structure of the 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning Intention: Overview of the Junior cycle framework.Key Points:Briefly remind participants  that this is a recap on the framework for junior cycle. Quickly state that it is based on the 8 Principles and the 24 statements of learning. The key skills are embedded in the subject specifications and also experienced by the students through active methodologies in classes. The curriculum is delivered through the subjects, short courses, wellbeing, level2 learning programmes and other learning experiences.



Curriculum 
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the school 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention: Todays workshop is focusing on examining the 24 statements of learning and how they are used to inform the Junior Cycle curriculum in our schools. This is also examined in the whole school CPD day. 



The 24 Statements of Learning

…are at the core of the Junior 
Cycle Framework

…feature in the programme of 
all students

…form the basis of an analysis 
of our current provision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention: to reiterate that Statements of learning are at the core of designing a curriculum for junior cycle.Key Points:One of the most fundamental tasks for schools in developing a vision for Junior Cycle is to plan for the adjustment of current provision to provide a curriculum that provides access to the 24 statements of learning for all students. The statements of learning set out the learning experiences that students should experience through the blend of subjects, short courses and other learning experiences offered by the school to all students. Furthermore, just because one subject is supporting a statement of learning, doesn’t imply that the statement is fully addressed in this manner or that other subjects haven’t got a contribution to make.To highlight to Participants that the statements are included in their learning log. 3. An audit of current provision will likely point to the fact that many statements of learning are currently being provided for  in our Junior Cert Programme. The audit should identify our strengths in relation to the 24 statements and will also point to gaps in our current provision. Areas on the curriculum that require a greater presence must be considered when planning for any changes to our programme.However, many schools will find that they have limited scope for adjusting the timetable. In such instances the school will have to look at adjusting current provision to adjust teaching and learning content and style to include a statement of learning. 



Resource can be found at: 

JCT/ 
leadership/resources/ 
statements of learning



School Leadership Role

Audit current 
provision

Establish a 
vision for the 

future

Align 
timetable and 

resources
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Presentation Notes
Learning intention: To highlight the role of the school leader in the process of curriculum review and provisionKey Points:At the initial workshop for school leaders, you were referred to the leaders role in establishing a vision for Junior Cycle provision in the school. This vision can and should take account the perspective of a variety of stakeholders. Later in this workshop, timetabling will be addressed. 



Class durations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Points:We will now  look at the specific planning considerations around 40 and 60 minutesWhy are we talking about  40 and 60 minute classes?Move to next slide which explains why?



Circular Letter 0015/2017 

“It should be noted that, for the 2017/18…class periods of less than 40 
minutes duration may not be timetabled.” 

“Some schools may find the use of longer class periods of up to 60 
minutes (rather than 40 minutes), more suited to the learning needs of 
their students and the subjects they study.”

Circular paragraph 2.10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention: To outline the key point in the circular letter regarding class durations from sept 2017Keypoints:The circular letter 0015/2017 states the following: “The teaching and learning activities that will take place in the revised junior cycle programmes will encompass a wider range of activities, a new balance between the development of skills and competences and the development of students’ knowledge. To facilitate this learning and the implementation of good formative assessment practices, a minimum class period of 40 minutes will be required”. The quotation immediately above is from the Circular – you can paraphrase it to the slide but you  must emphasise activities learning, skills, knowledge and formative assessment practices…



Student 
contact time 

Student 
periods p/w

Teachers 
contact time 

Professional 
time

Structure of 
the day

35/40 28 hrs 45 21.875 9 9 9 9 9

40 28 hrs 42 22 hrs 21.20 hrs 9 9 6 9 9

60 28 hrs 28 22 hrs 21 hrs
( 33.4 x 20= 11 hrs) 

6 6 4 6 6

58 28.04 hrs 29 22 hrs 21.16 6 6 5 6 6

Class duration and implications: 



Number of subjects for certification 
for reporting through the JCPA  2020

 Students commencing Junior cycle in 2017 will study: 

No of subjects for 
certification

10 subjects (Maximum)
9 subjects Up to 2 short courses
8 subjects Up to 4 short courses



Allocating Time

Gaeilge, English, Maths 240 hours (minimum)

All other subjects 200 hours (minimum)

Short Courses 100 hours (approx.)

Wellbeing 300 hours September 2017
400 hours September 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intentions: To outline the time implications for subjects, short courses and wellbeing.Key Points: This is a reminder of the time allocation for all subjects in the new framework.	To be aware that 3 subjects are operational in 2016/17 ( English, Science and business studies)and three more are in the introductory stage. 				Different timetabling considerations may apply depending whether your subject is core in your school or is in  the Options Band.



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

240 hr (min)
Subjects 3 4 4 11

200 hr (min)
Subjects 3 3 3 9

Wellbeing
(Sept. 2017)

5 4 4 13

Short 
Courses 1 2 1 4

How many classes?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning intention:	 This is a ready reckoner for what the time allocation means to allocating classes in the timetable which has 40 minute classes. This is detailed in the learning log.Background Information: 				All subjects (apart from Irish, English and Maths) must be timetabled a minimum of 200 hours or 3 periods per week over 3 years.Wellbeing in 2020 must be timetabled a minimum of 400 hours or 6 periods per week over 3 years.Wellbeing in 2017 must be timetabled a minimum of 300 hours or 13/14 periods over 3 years. (13 periods = 289 hours + 3 Sports days )A Short Course must be a minimum of 100 hours duration. (4 classes over 3 years is 89 hours. How will you make up the 11 hours? If you give 5 classes, 111 hours are timetabled. ) 



40 minute class/
10 subjects or 9 + 2 short courses



 Junior Cycle Profile 
of Achievement



Learning intention: 

 At the end of the workshop participants will have a clearer understanding of:

 Overview of key messages in the Junior cycle

 Number of subjects for certification and the minimum time requirements

 Considering  different  class durations 

 The Structure of the Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement 2017
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